
Municipalities depend on two main sources for their income; they raise their own
revenue and they receive money from national government. The Constitution
empowers municipalities to generate their own money by imposing fees on residents.
They charge residents rates on property and tariffs for the services that they provide. 

Municipalities in poor areas are not able raise as much of their own revenue as the
Metros with big economies, large populations, and wealthy residents. Poorer
municipalities thus rely heavily on the funds from national government. 

The value of the money received from government depends on various factors such
as the size of the municipality’s low income population and its capacity to raise its
own funds. 

The funds that municipalities receive from government are used for assisting low
income households to access basic services; sustaining the municipality’s operations;
building infrastructure such as roads, houses, sporting facilities, water and sanitation;
and training and mentoring officials.

The Constitution also requires a municipality to structure and manage its
administration, budgeting and planning. It is supposed to do this to prioritise the
basic needs of the community and to promote the social and economic development
of the community. 

In terms of budgeting, a municipal budget cycle is set out in the Municipal Finance
Management Act and involves four phases: 

·planning, 
·preparation, 
·tabling and consultation, and 
·revision and debate
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In managing its finances, a municipality is expected to know, understand and respond
to the community’s needs. The municipality is urged to encourage the community to
engage in and influence the municipality’s financial affairs. 

The Municipal Systems Act requires the holding of public meetings before a budget is
adopted and also requires a municipality to consult the community on various issues
that impact on its finances. 

In some instances, municipalities lack the skills, knowledge and capacity required to
deliver these necessary goods and services – and in those cases, the municipality must
procure them. 

The Constitution requires that when any organ of state contracts for goods and services,
it must do so in accordance with a system that is equitable, transparent, competitive
and cost effective. Nonetheless, procurement remains one of the areas that is open to
corruption.

Municipal Revenue Table (for the 2018-2019 audited financial year)

Assembly of the Unemployed contact: Motsi 073 490 7623/motsi.khokhoma@gmail.com
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